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80 years (and a couple of months) ago, India played their first-ever Test match at Lord's. The players featured in this 
puzzle all played in it.
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Across

1 Woman reportedly able 
to grant wishes (6)

4 Inaccurate charts, 
essentially rank, should be 
placed in here, maybe (5,3)

10 Man to have trouble 
with no encouragement to 
pull (5-2)

11 Nothing stops colour 
returning for stylish 
England player (7)

12 Worried one's small 
margin of victory (4)

13 Mended what the 
remainder scratched (10)

15 Charge Scotsman, 
perhaps, in part of the Med 
(6)

16 Container to eat for 
England player (7)

20 Encloses rudimentary 
dwellings in vice (5,2)

21 Long in residence, 
small England player (6)

24 Break ice limit by 
extreme stupidity (10)

26 See 1 Down

28 Sign it's time to leave -
porticos shaking badly (7)

29 Western side of 
megastore tops my 
revolving sign (7)

30 Half a rabbit home the 
German newspaperman 
made an image of (8)

31 Revolting retsina I 
leave at the back of the 
boat (6)

Down

1/26 Does seeing some 
ninja hang irk handsome 
Indian player? (8,4)

2 Indian player gets lamb's 
heart with wilted garnish 
(4,5)

3 What an umpire makes 
going up? Cut in half and 
frozen! (4)

5 Water mixed with three 
parts sake to accompany 
this meat? (3,5)

6 See Edward casually 
follow Dalmatian (7,3)

7 Semi-alcoholics reeling 
around for Indian player 
(5)

8 Indian player to regularly 
knead your dough without 
aspiration (6)

9 England player weaves 
webs to capture nothing (5)

14 Join in as assistant 
edges out for large part of 
speech (10)

17 Lolita the temp is 
distraught after vacating 
nursery (9)

18 55 old cricketers begin 
to be consumed by hate for 
England player (4,4)

19 All together, adult by 
no means confused (2,3,3)

22 Indian player is seen 
before first of spectators 

managed to turn up outside 
(6)

23 Conceal time in band 
(5)

25 England player makes a 
noise in empty barn (5)

27 England player intends 
to be announced (4)


